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"In the end, that's what this election is about. Do we participate in

Friday, March 2, 2007

a politics of cynicism or a politics of hope?'

Senator Barack Obama

appa ranee in' Ohio

Obama mates

p.m., the Cuyahoga Community
College Gym began to fill up quickly.
News Editor
The gym walls were well decorated,
but not with typical presidential camEverywhere Senator Barack Obama paign signs. With the exception of
goes these days, a circus follows him. one red and blue "Obama '08" sign
Despite his humble beginnings, the that hung from the rafters, every
Illinois senator is now a favorite for other sign was homemade. Various
the 2008 Democratic . presidential other signs said, "Ohio loves Obama"
and "Cleveland loves Obama." One
nomination. Yet, as the crowd gathered to hear Obama speak Monday
homemade "Obama rocks" sign took
night, a surprisingly grassroots feel up almost one entire wall of the gym.
A gospel
choir opened the
permeated the Cuyahoga Community
College gym.
evening's festivities. As the anxious
When a presidential candidate fans waited, campaign signs were
comes to speak, it's usually a big deal. handed out. These signs were waved
The date of Obama's visit to to the beat of the music played by the
Cleveland was
and local Shaw High School marching
many from all over the state made the band, which blared songs that are
trek on to hear the charismatic senausually played at Friday night foottor who now arguably carries more ball games, rather than political rallies. They nonetheless got an already
momentum than any presidential candidate from either party. Yet despite excited crowd fired up.
Then, after opening acts by a viothe fact that Obama is now possibly
the leading Democratic candidate, his linist, poet and even a full drum line,
the man of the hour strolled down the
visit to Cleveland didn't receive
excessive fanfare. Officials had not podium to resounding applause at
around 8 p.m. By this point, the gym
expected much more than 1,500 peowas packed to full capacity. People
Tickets
the
free
for
ple.
to
rally were
who had not been able to get inside
who
those
online.
registered
However, when the doors opened at 6 the gym stood outside in the lobby

Andrew Vogel
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After waiting for two hours, the crowd gave Obama a
resounding round of applause. "The turnout exceeded all
expectations," said Obama (Photo courtesy of Maureen Sill).

ed,

,

and watched Obama through windows. From the excitement of the
crowd, one might have thought people
had showed up to watch the championship round of a basketball game.
The atmosphere was electric.
After such great buildup from a
crowd that had stood for two hours to
hear from a man who had a reputation
as the most charismatic politician
since Bill Clinton, Obama did not disappoint. In fact, he even opened with a
joke referring to the overflow capacity
of the rally. "The turnout exceeded
all expectations, but I gotta say, that's
how we roll these days," he said.
Obama emphasized that the country is at a crucial point, and the decisions the country makes now will
have large implications both on the
immediate future as well as the long
term. "We are here because the country is at a crossroads. For too many
years, we've known what our problems are, but we haven't faced them
squarely and we haven't worked to
deal with them."
One of the main issues that Obama
stressed was economic inequity, with
See "Obama," page
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Todd returns to share Osei concludes Great Decisions
Nicaraguan lessons
Voice Staff

Alexandra DeGrandchamp
Voice Staff
Students, professors and community
members headed to Kauke Tower last
Monday for Wooster alum Emily
Todd's '03 lecture, "Role and Identity
NGOs: Personal
in "Grassroots
Lessons from Nicaragua."
The lecture was delivered on Feb.
26 at 4 p.m. A dinner and conversation followed.
Todd, who graduated from Wooster
with an international relations major
and a Spanish minor, spoke of her personal experiences with the grassroots
organization
in
Generando
Vida
Proyecto
Barrio El
Managua, Nicaragua's
Recreo, where she spent two years in a
Jesuit Volunteer Corps International.
non-governme-

ntal

presenta-

The-hour-and-15-minute

Professor Akwasi P. Osei, chairperson of the history, political science
"The Project" had its share of ups and philosophy
department at
Delaware State University, addressed
and downs, including a tumultuous
history. Founded in the early 1980s by the question "Can Africa Heal and
' Nicaragua's Sandinista government as
Tuesday in the final
a children's lunch program, the organinstallment of the Great Decision
ization was quickly turned to private Lectures Series.
hands due to lack of funding.' In 1990,
Osef described he year 1500 A.D.
a change of power to two Costa Rican
as a "monumental turning point" in
nuns led to an increase in donors and .the history of Africa. Before 1 500, he
said, Africa experienced its own rise
program growth. Women's programs
and micro-cred- it
and fall of civilizations independent
banking were introduced in 2001.
of the rest of the world, but followTodd spoke of the confusion within ing this approximated mark, "a new,
the organization in developing a purnegative relationship" developed
between Africa and the rest of the
pose. Though it provided many necessary programs in El Recreo, Todd world.
stated sustainability, or economic
This age of "colonization" in "the
was a problem. Initiatives scramble for or partition of Africa"
to achieve sustainability were often was defined, he said, by "imperialist
Todd also control" and a "decidedly unequal"
idealistic or
relationship between Africa and the
spoke of problems between donors
and "The Project" because, often,
rest of the worltl.
schemes don't result pracSince 1500, Osei explained, Africa
Todd
cited
the
hundreds
of
has
been "held hostage to other peotically.
in
donated pairs of eyeglasses storage, ples' experience" and to the "deciunused due to lack of demand as an sions for the growth and development of Africa have been made from
example.
Students enjoyed the lepture and the outside."
dinner. "I thought that Todd's talk
As a continent rich in natural
and further discussion during dinner resources, Osei described Africa as a
continent that is "potentially rich,
See "Todd," page 2
but chronically poor."
ship fund.

tion was accompanied by a slide show
portraying the many functions of the
service-orientorganization. Todd
credits "the Project," as the NGO was
nicknamed, with providing tutoring
and public education, computer classes, lunch for neighborhood youth, a
banks,
library, women's micro-cred- it
women's health initiatives, the Oasis
women's group, a gym, vision screening, a social pharmacy and a scholar
ed

?"

Pj-osper-

Especially considering Africa's
potential, "the paradox of African
he said, was that
development,"
Africa is the "only part of the global
landscape that has not benefited from
the last two decades of globalism."
' "Globalism," Osei's preferred term
for what is generally called globalization, has caused a "loss of indedecision
pendence and
making for those in poverty."
continually reiriforo

ing his diagnosis that better leadership held the key to better African
development, Osei mentioned that
Africa needs more than the "flag
independence" it has had so far and
needs to stop "producing what it
doesn't consume and consuming
what it doesn't produce."
With reference to "flag diplomacy,"
' or the concept that the independence

self-defin- ed
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Akwasi Osei, a professor at Delaware State University,
ered the final Great Decisions Lecture. Osei's lecture focused
on the future of Africa. Osei indicated that Africa is a continent
that is "potentially rich, but chronically poor" (Photo Elena Dahl).
deliv-

Registrar search narrowed down to final two candidates
Chandra Asar
Voice Staff

,

With two candidates in the application pool, the search for Robert Blair's
replacement as the new registrar might
be over. Dean "of Faculty Shila Garg,
who is also the chair of the search committee, thinks that either candidate
could be the right one.
"We're ... looking for someone who
understands the liberal arts institution
... We're not looking for someone from
a big university because I think we have
our own specific needs and requirements in what this person ought to be,"
Garg said. She also explained that the
registrar must work with students and
the faculty to determine their needs.

2
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strong need for a liberal arts background given that most students
change their majors at least once, and
most of us change our careers at least
once within our lifetime."
The new registrar must be prepared
to handle technological developments.
Garg said, "We want someone who's
had experience and is technologically
savvy . . . someone who has used Datatel
or some similar system."
Reflecting on her experience at
DePauw, Bates said, "Ours registration
system is different. We're a little further along with our version than
Wooster is, as far as that's concerned.
Our registration system is not direct
online ... The students, in
would request classes ...

"It's got to be someone who's people
oriented and ... willing to work with different constituents," she said.
The two candidates, Suzanne Bates
from DePauw University and Cherie
Hatlem from Albion College, seem to
have these qualities.
In talking about her time at DePauw,
Bates said, There are some days it can
be a challenge, but I like people and it's

very nice to work through problems,
and it makes me feel good if we can sit
down and resolve something. So, I have
a lot of student traffic in my office." '

Hatlem, who has 20 years of experience at similar institutions; echoed
Bates's sentiments. In addition, she
shares the College's attitude toward
education, saying, "I think there is a

mid-Novemb-

er,

They enter the requests and then we
run a program to know what the
demand is, and it allows the departments some time to reorganize."
Hatlem has similar experience and
seems enthusiastic to use Wooster's
new technological

developments,

espe-

cially the online system. She said,
"Certainly the implementation of
Datatel in all aspects, including degree
audit, is very attractive to me and at my
current location we do not have a
degree audit system implemented ... I
think that's a very important document
for students and for faculty advising."
Both also seem willing to adapt to
Wooster's current system.
"I don't mind that I'm going to have
to be flexible about some things, if it's

.

for a good reason. I don't make a lot of
changes just for the sake of change,"
said Bates.
Hatlem has a similar belief. "One of
the attractions of this position is that it
is in such good shape as far as the
College is concerned ... I really think in
a position where there's little to be fixed
that's obvious. It takes a
cycle
to learh the position's place on campus,
the personnel with which you interact,
and to identify issues of students and
faculty that perhaps can be improved."
"They both were verty strong candidates" Garg said. "So hopefully things
go well. We'll know next week who
our registrar is."
Additional reporting by Jonah
full-ye-

ar
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Sports editor Nick Holt
decries the primary system
for polarizing elections and
disenfranchising moderates.
Check it out on page 3.
.

MEMBER
Maddy Howard urges maturity for Wooster students in
light of the recent Holden
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vandalism. See page 3.

.

Writer Laura McHugh is
spending a semester abroad
in Vienna, Austria. Read
about her experiences on

Body
Larry Kirkwood's
image Project is on display
in honor of National Eating
Disorder Awareness Week.
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The men's basketball team

defeated Ohio Wesleyan
8&-to secure the NCAC
tournament title. Next, they
51

move on to fie NCAA
Tournament See page

7.
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Graduate speaks on international experience
CAMPUS

Todd

Professors to give
concert on March 4
Professors of Music Thomas Wood
and Brian Dykstra will perform an
program of music Sunday,
all-Russ-

ian

March 4 at 7:30 p.m. in Scheide's
Gault Recital Hall.
Featured pieces include Stravinsky's
Tchaikovsky's
Suite "Italienne,"
"Three Souvenirs," Rachmaninoff s
"Vocalise," and Prokofiev's Sonata in F
"

Minor.

Thomas Wood instructs students in

amount of community participation
She
"The Project" experienced.
continued from p. I
explained that 60 percent of the comgave a very unique and interesting
munity's children were malnourished.
insight on grassroots level developParents wanted The Project" in the
ment initiatives. Her novel work expeneighborhood for its social services.
rience revealed the Nicaraguan politiTheodore Hickey '08 agreed with
cal and social climate from the per
Todd's analysis. "Emily Todd gave a
spective of the
seemingly cynipoorest popu- cal,
but very
a
gave unique
while
lation,
realistic view of
.
level development as
on
explaining the
many
she described
initiatives."
lenges ngos
the difficulties
face in serving
MARISA VITOLS that face, an

...

"Todd's talk
insight
grassroots
development

violin, viola and music history, and

those

serves as the concertmaster of the
Orchestra.
Wooster
Symphony
Dykstra is the Neille O. and Gertrude
M. Rowe Professor of Music and chair
of the department.

said
tions,"
Marisa Vitols '07.
During Todd's tenure the organization had failed to initiate sustainability
and tangible economic progress in the
neighborhood, but 'she is not disappointed in her work. Despite the
depressed conditions, Todd remains
optimistic, saying "there was an
incredible sense of solidarity in our
organization" that made perseverance
possible. Also noteworthy was the

Faculty member
travels to Washington
- A Wooster faculty member traveled
to Washington, D.C. two weeks ago to

moderate
discussion on
undergraduate research and its effect
on America's global competitiveness.
'
who serves as
Lori Bettison-Varg- a,
both a geology professor and the associate dean for research and grants of
the College, led a dialogue entitled
"Advancing Competitiveness Agenda
by Improving Student Learning and
Teaching" at the National Press Club.
Bettison-Varwas chosen because
she is president of the Council on
Undergraduate Research and director
of the Keck Geology Consortium.
The College of Wooster is a leader
in
collaborative
undergraduate
research, a focus of the talk, due to the
Independent Study program.
onal

a-nati-

popula'

CLASS OF

2007 NG0

like hers- -

She made an
important distinction between social
development and economic development, stating that economic development isn't the only type of development that is important," he said.
After graduating, Todd worked for
Catholic Charities in St. Petersburg,
Fla., with the Refugee Resettlement
Program and Peace and Social Justice
Institute. She was awarded the Rotary
World Peace Fellowship in December

'03 presented on her work with
Organizations in Nicaragua in the Kauke
Tower on Monday (Photo by Brandon Buehler).
Emily

Todd

Non-Governmen-

tal

Center for International Studies in
Peace and Conflict Resolution.

2006 to begin a master's program in
Brisbane, Australia, with the Rotary

Fleming urges citizens to take control of health care
infectious diseases.
Fleming explained the factors that
make up an individual's health.
Access to care
the availability of
is only 10
hospitals and doctors
and
Genetics
environment
percent.
each make up 20 percent, while an
individual's
own
or
healthy
unhealthy behaviors make up the
remaining 50 percent.
The first 50 percent is usually
beyond an individual's control and is

The healthcare system needs
industry that leads to a rise in cost
for families, employers and the govDavid Fleming '70, a graduate of
ernment, which leads to reduced
and
the College
resident of
investment in prevention and long
Sherborn, Mass., returned to campus
term determinants of health.
lecture
about
on Wednesday night to
This will lead to opportunities' to
health care and healthy behavior.
prevent chronic diseases. This' will,
of course, require that the healthcare
Fleming is a senior vice president
of the Genzyme Corporation and
industry receives more funding.
frequently travels across the globe to
Obesity is the second leading cause
speak about the rising cost of health
of preventable death in the United
care and to share what individuals
States. The rise in obesity has
dependent
and private groups can do to lower on
their
increased spending to $1,200 per
a
factor
that
is mismatch between
those costs.
makes up only person per year.
and 10 percent of Considering that almost a fourth of
status
Fleming credits the College and
and
his work at the Wooster Community
the population is obese, this is a sigliving
overall
our
States
Hospital because he believes "liberal
conditions;
health,, while nificant amount of money that could
accused
the factor that be saved. The rise in obesity at the
arts prepares you to follow your however, the spends itS money."
dreams and gave me the understandmakes, up half same time, creates a rise in, diabetes,
,
DAVID FLEMING
A Mexican, woman was accused on, ing of giving back."
of it receives increasing the cost even more.
behaviors
,He''a'd'ded,'and cdncluded' that 'if
Genzyhie" uses' state of the'arT one 'engages'
""SENIOR VICE'PRE'SIDeNT."' ' hly'tiur
Wednesday 01 selling ner
in
entirefor'
are
find
to
cures
tOfk Responsibility for the' 50"
biotechnology
pedple
a
m
i
uiu iu uuupie
ueuiu,
F
OF THE GENZYME CORPORATION
ly
within
Nicole Uribe-Lope- z,
The company
mg23, had the genetic diseases.
percent that includes individual
con
employs over 9,000 people and had their
baby boy in Pueblo County, making
Fleming behavior, and this would lead to
trol. This includes not using tobacco
him a U.S. citizen. She is accused of 73 locations in 32 countries, includbecame involved in this area because fewer unnecessary lawsuits and a
healthier overall population.
trafficking a child, a class three felony, ing 15 manufacturing sites and nine or abusing alcohol or drugs, as well "the U.S. healthcare system is broas staying active, getting enough
and bond is set at $50,000.
A healthier population will lead to
ken, we need to do something about
genetic testing laboratories.
Police state Uribe-Lopemotivait, and we can't rely on the U.S. govThe company has seen significant sleep and eating right.
a decrease in the cost of health care.
He also noted another mismatch
tion was money, some of which was growth over the past six years and
ernment to do it for us." Fleming People shouldn't have to wait for the
used to purchase a car. Pueblo County
markets 14 products in the areas of where the top five percent of the described the problem with the sysgovernment to step in and reform
Police had not disclosed the purchase
genetic diseases, orthopaedics and population receives 50 percent of tem as lying within a vicious cycle of health care; they can step up and do
biosurgery, as well as the spread of expenditures, and the, bottom 50 per- - preventive illness.
price at press time.
it themselves.
Juan and Irene Lerma, the couple
responsible for purchasing the child,
have also been arrested on the same
charge as Uribe-Lope- z.
Police had investigated a rumor of a
resource wealth that is so prevaThe foundation of Osei's solutions opment.
lent in Africa?" he asked.
woman attempting to sell a child six
are based on the idea that "genuine
Speaking from the perspective of
months ago, but the investigation was tontinuedfrom p. 1
This "crisis of leadership," which democratization must be obtained in the president of a small African
inconclusive.
of African nations was not true indehe characterized by "greed and corall spheres of life regardless of nation, Osei exclaimed, "I'm nothing
pendence because they were still ruption" and the tendency to "sell potential instability."
with my little country dealing with
ruled from the outside, Osei called your soul to Western countries," has
The positive leadership that exists the rest of the world," but if I work
for the continent to "regain its indeswallowed up foreign investment and in Africa has "not been given the with my neighbors like European
pendence," become its "own boss" limited the effectiveness of using democratic space" needed to incite countries have with theirs, I can
and create a "second independence"
Africa's resources to serve itself, change, he said.
begin to make a positive difference
movement.
with
rather than foreign countries and
In addition to the further democrafor my country.
But inhibiting all of this, he said, conglomerates.
tization of Africa, Osei argued that
"Giving up a little bit of soverOlga Mauriello, 74, returned home was the "crisis of leadership" on the
He said that Africa has been African countries "need to work eignty for a large cause," he said, was
from a recent shopping trip with more continent.
"cursed" by leaders who "had patrons together" to achieve greater internathe beginning of a solution for a
than mere groceries.
"Who has benefited from that on the outside."
tional autonomy and economic devel
"second independence."
The Naples, Italy grandmother
found a live grenade in her sack of
potatoes purchased from a local market. The grenade, a World War II
model used by U.S. soldiers in Europe,
had no pin but was still active.
because the election is still more than
Italian authorities
believe the
18 months away, and the real political
grenade was pluckedfrom the ground
continued from p. I
boxing match has yet to begin.
in France along with other potatoes.
such a large gap between the haves Regardless, there was a palpable sense
Says Mauriello, "This bomb was covand the have-not- s.
"The economy's of confidence in those who had just
I
ered in dirt, and put it in water and
and
at the top are
changing,
stood yards away from the country's
some
got all dirt off. And then I realized
better
than
ever.
we
doing
Everyday,
rising political star.
'It's a bomb!'
If I hadn't felt its
have
who
catch
the
people
to
At the same time, there's a lot of
up
get
weight, I wouldn't even have realized
bus
in
the
and
early
come
time
morning,
between now and the Democratic
that it was a bomb."
and
home,
haven't
still
seen
their
Convention,
much less the general
Explosive experts and police detosaid
increase,"
Obama.
election.
wages
overflows for
Optimism
nated the grenade in San Giorgio a
also
Obama
made
the
have
point
that
who
politicians
just announced
Cremano, outside of Naples.
winning the election is only half the their presidential candidacy and there
battle. The real challenge, he asserted,
is still almost a full year until the Iowa
Briefs compiled by Jonah Comstock
will begin after the election is over.
Caucus. The real proof of the pudand Alexandra DeGrandchamp
"We've become so accustomed to a ding is in the closing months before
the general election. Even now, there
system that all we care about is winning the election, and we don't change are major questions about Obama's
In last week's corrections box, Brian
the country, which is the real prize," political experience
when the 2008
Frederico's first name "was misspelled Obama said.
election rolls around, Obama will have
,
as "Brain" even as we corrected a misAfter the senator concluded his only been a US. Senator for four years.
spelling of his last name. Editors
speech, nearly everyone at the rally If the presidential race were a
erred.
gathered around the podium in hopes marathon, Obama would just now be
Alexander Gholz '08 and Steven Bouyack '09 "battle" on
In the Jan. 26 issue of the Voice, a
of a handshake with the potential completing his first mile.
photo caption referred to Wooster's
a slack line at the Wooster WOODS Club fundraiser
president. After the rally, though, as
Rally spectators acknowledged that
tartan as MacCloud. The pattern is people gathered into their cars to head Obama has no doubt brought a very
event. The event ran last Thursday through Saturday
home, there was a degree of optimism different feel to the current political
properly called MacLeod, specifically
and included a gear sale, slackening and climbing
MacLeod of Lewis. Editors erred.
that Obama had fostered in the crowd.
climate. It will be ineteresting to see in
videos. WOODS slacklining Is held on Wednesday
While we strive for excellence every This was a very different feel from the coming months if Obama's charis- nights in the Lowry lounge (Photo by Katharine Tatum).
week, we too fall short. Please send
today's current climate of divisive and ma and genuine demeanor is enough
nolitir Mavbe it was to win over voters
VOtir Yr'''tionS n irire(ii),vioosterrlu.

Brian Frederico
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"There
what determines health
where the United

NATIONAL
Mexican woman
of selling child
s-mo-

cent receives only three percent.
Fleming noted that "there is a mismatch between what determines
health and where the United States
spends its money."
, Two billion dollars are spent each
year on health care and 88 percent of
that goes into access to care while
only four percent goes into promoting healthy behaviors and education.
It seems backwards, Fleming said,
to spend almost 90 percent of health
care money on

healthy
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Osei concludes Great Decisions forum series
Great Decisions

WORLD
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Editorial cartoon by Julia V. Hendrickson. Send comments to jhendrickson08wooster.edu.

Be aware of belongings Students
should display maturity
Students must be careful and keep their guards up
After spending some time at
Wooster, students often let their
guards down when it comes to pos-

grown accustomed at Wooster is not
necessarily beneficial. Theft and vandalism of personal possessions still
occur on our campus.
Leaving your, belongings unattended or your room unlocked may
seem easier than being cautious, but
this carelessness makes you an easy
theft target for students and
alike.
We often forget that much of our
campus is accessible to the public,
including the libraries. Failure to
keep track of your belongings puts
you at risk for a number of consequences, from the annoyance of losing items you use every day to serious monetary costs.
This is not meant to promote paranoia or to point fingers; Wooster is a
secure environment in many ways.
Even so, it doesn't hurt to be careful
and conscious of your belongings.

sessions.

It is not uncommon to walk
through the library and see laptops,
backpacks, iPods and more left unattended as their owners take study
breaks.
It is equally not surprising to walk
down a residence hall and see many
doors left unlocked or even open at
any time of day or night.Students
don't seem to think twice about leav-

non-stude-

ing their things unattended in
Lowry, academic buildings and other
public places on campus.
There is something to be said for a
sense of security; no one wants to feel
paranoid, as if one has to look over his
or her shoulder at all times or be suspicious of peers. Unfortunately, the
sense of security to which we have

nts

NGOs vital to Nicaragua
I was fortunate enough recently to
attend Wooster alumnus Emily Todd
'03's presentation on her experiences in
Nicaragua. She returned recently from
a position within a
Organization (NGO) in El Recreo out
side Managua.
Todd's story was
an inspiring one.
Working through
Non-Governme-

0

V.

"mmmmmammmmmk

nickweiss

m,

ntal

difficult and some- -I

times dangerous
aha
rnnrlitmns
,

,

,

create a
service to help NGOs
alleviate problems of malnutrition and
poor education, which are so prevalent
in many areas of Nicaragua.
The government, unreliable and
full of corruption, has not provided
planning, infrastructure or sewage
systems. For all intents and purposes,
it has been up to the people of El
Recreo in combination with the various NGOs in the area to make modern life possible.
The only unfortunate part of the
evening for me' were some of the
very truthful answers that had to be
given to some equally tough questions from the audience regarding
the primary goal of Todd's NGO:
sustainability.
Several of the projects implemented by her group had to be abandoned
or altered significantly due to combinations of poor planning or

self-sustaina-

m
criteria with which we
would be familiar. The true goals of
these NGOs are long-terand it
could be years until those involved
see the results of their micro-loa- n,
nutrition or community farm programs manifest themselves into a
sustainable culture.
How do you track such progress
without verifiable statistical results,
the economic indicators that we as
foreigners want to see? "It depends
on how you define such progress,"
Todd said.
"It is better to look at the sociological effects of NGOs because usually
you can't look at verifiable indicators.
You instead look for signs of support, of how a community trans-

short-ter-

helped

ble

forms."

ent.

m.

TheVoice welcomes letters to the editors

Letters cannot exceed 350 words in length and must arrive to the
Voice by 5 p.m. on the Monday before Friday publication.
All letters must be signed and include contact information. In addition, the Voice reserves the right to edit and hold letters.
to voiceviewpointswooster.edu
Please send letters via
Letters can also be sent by hard mail to C--3 1 87, The fVooster Voice, College
of Wooster, Wooster, OH 44fi91.
.

e-m- ail

machine may not be public property,
but a lot of people have access to it.
It would be best to charge any person that ever went to purchase food
from the vending machine.
The biggest problem with this incident of vandalism is that it is highly
unlikely, that anyone saw it happen;
that said, there are no suspects at this
time. It may have been a person not
associated with the College who
slipped in, or was let in, but that's

r11
wednesday

morning

was not even the first

I,, tcJr'td
been broken into. Most

of you probably know
that it was broken into
over fall break of last

to break into a machine and take all
the food rather than just pay 65 cents
for one measly little candy bar. I think
the problem here is that students on
campus are immature and don't
respect the campus or its residents.
and highly-reverThe
Kauke Arch has been vandalized, people leave trash outside of
their rooms
sometimes for days at
a time
flyers and hall decorations
are torn down or written oh and peoples' belongings have been stolen
from residence halls.
Every weekend there are beer'cans,
bottles and cups left on the window-si- ll
at the end of my hall, and some of
us wonder why campus faculty and
newly-renovat-

uiuincijr.
It may not have been the same person who was involved in the incident
in the fall, or may have been a copy-

cat. It could have been anyone.
If someone was really that desper- -

ed

ed

,

"This

We're all adults here, or at least
opposed to be. If that is in fact the case,
then why Can't SOHie people either learn tO bor- row money or ask for something?
is stupid.

.

semester.

ate to get food out of the vending
machine, I would have given them
money for it.
This is stupid. We're all adults here,
or at least we're supposed to be. If
that is in fact the case, then why can't
some people either learn to borrow
money or ask for something? Sure, I
can see how much easier it would be

,,,When this happened, Holden stur,
dents were charged for the vandal-fs-

m.

,

.

Luckily, this incident was contested and students did not have to
pay. Yet I worry what will happen
this time. I do not think it is fair to
target students who live in Holden
to pay for the damages. The vending

staff

think

we're immature

do

we

prove

that we are
mature adults

who can take
care of ourselves when idiotic things
like breaking into vending machines
occur or when peoples' boots are
stolen from right outside their door?
How can we prove it to ourselves?
- -

.

--

This is Maddy's first editorial for the
Voice. She can be reached for comment at

mhoward09wooster.edu.

Primary system squeezes middle
Many people are excited as politicians begin to declare their intentions
to run for president in the 2008 election. One look at President George
Bush's approval ratings shows that
most people (regardless of party) are
ready for a change.
With each new
candidate,
many
people find hope.
I feel nauseated.
Now don't get
me wrong, I can't
nickholt
wait for Bush's
presidency to be over. I have a hard
time believing that someone can control the proliferation of nuclear arms
when he can't pronounce "nuclear"
correctly as. he lays out his "strate-gery- ."
My problem, as a moderate, is
the
that
primary system produces
polarized candidates.
It's simple. In a primary, only registered voters of a particular party can
vote for that party's candidate. This
makes sense because each party, of
course, wants someone who really represents the beliefs of the majority of
their party's members.
The reality is that this does not happen. Far fewer people vote in the primaries than the general election, and

r

the people that do are much more likeht
ly to be staunch
ft
or
members who are more attached to
their respective parties.
The last election is a perfect example of the ineffectiveness of the primary system. Many people across the
country were fed-u- p
with Bush. It
almost seemed like the Democrats
wouldn't be able to lose. There were
plenty of moderate, independent-thinkin- g
Democrats in the running.
But come primary time, the
went out and voted for a
more left-wicandidate, John Kerry.
Kerry was as far left as Bush was to
the right. The result was that the
Republicans, who were fed-u- p
with
Bush, still voted for him over Kerry.
While many credit the results of the
election to the fact of high turnout of
Republicans, the more important fact
was that neither candidate appealed to
the middle. Why political parties can't
seem to figure out that if you take one
voter from the other party it results in
a two-vo- te
swing is beyond me.
The sad thing is that appealing to
the middle works. Just look at the mid
term elections to see where Democrats
found their voters. As I watched CNN,
every other word out of Senator
far-rig-

.

It is also important to consider that
for all the flaws that service providing NGOs might have, the alternatives are usually worse.
Donations given to the government have found their way into the
hands of corrupt bureaucrats, where
they are used to promote foreign
agendas and rarely meet the needs of
the intended donor recipients.
Small NGOs seeking sustainability
might have problems with donor
dumping, short-ter- m
agendas and
internal difficulties. Todd clarified,
however, that it is only through the
use of these small NGOs that the
direct and dire needs of the needy
can be lessened.
So have Proyecto Generando Vida
This is not to mention the extraorand similar NGOs fulfilled their
dinary influence wielded by donors
functions, or have they failed to gento the program on which direction
and which actions the Proyecto
erate the sustainability necessary in
the poor communities in which they
Generando Vida, the project to genwork? Again, these questions are far
erate life, should and take.
The question then remains: with too short-terWe must instead look past the ecosuch hindrances and barriers to a thenomic sustenance in which gains can
oretically sound idea of sustainability
hardly be measured in the beginning,
and growth within poor communities,
service-base- d
and instead put hope in the chain
worth
NGOs
it?
the
are
as
reactions of changes that result from
functions
fulfill
protheir
Do they
a small group of dedicated people
sustainability,
moters of cQmmunity
the welfare of peoculture
of out to jump-sta- rt
or do they exacerbate a
in
aid?
ple need.
dependence on international
My gut answer, thankfully one that
Nick is a regular contributor for the
Todd was able to vocalize better than
-,
Voice. He can be reached for comment at
I, is that you cannot measure the suenweiss09wooster.edu.
NGOs by
cess of service-base- d
mis-judgm-

It was 12:30 a.m. on Wednesday, I
had just finished my homework and I
decided I'd like something to eat,
perhaps a Twix bar or some Doritos.
Midnight munchies, really.
So, I went downstairs to Holden
basement and to
the snack vending
machine, only to
shattered
find
glass all over the
inside
of the
machine
and
niacldyhoward
every single slot
empty. In other words, the machine
had been broken into yet again. I
returned to my room empty-hande- d,
hungry and extremely fed-u- p.

far-le-

hyper-Democr-

ats

ng

"

mater (Ohio Wesleyan) can't hold a
candle to my Scots basketball squad.
But that all changed on the morning
of Feb. 14. That's because my paper's
copy editors had already located three
different versions of a story on the
recent Arch filling mishap by the time
I walked through the door.
I suddenly was defending Woo
To the Editors:
from outrageous claims that its students were hooligans concerned more
I wanted to relate my experience
with trivial matters (like playing a
with the recent Kauke Arch debacle to prank) than they were with their own
students involved in the situation: all schoolwork.
of my colleagues know I am a Woo
They were, of course, joking. After
grad because I make it well known reading stories in the Cleveland Plain
throughout the day how proud I am of Dealer, the Akron Beacon-Journand
both the Voice and the institution supthe Wooster Daily Record, I decided
that although three students managed
porting it.
I'm so proud, in fact, that I regularto get thrown in jail for no good realy make my boss aware that his alma
son, most of the group handled the

Former editor
disappointed
in vandalism

al

Chuck Schumer's mouth was about the
middle class, and the middle of socie-

general, did vote for the Dems.
The harsh reality is that the primary
system does not serve the people; it
serves party politics. Candidates like
Joseph Lieberman and Rudy Guliani
who make policy judgments on their
own, instead of following the party
line, struggle to win primaries with
voters who chose those issues. This
alienates cross-ov- er
voters and leaves
moderate people to pick between the
lesser of two evils.
One of the greatest things about
this country is that we are allowed
independent thought. Unfortunately
the current political structure (including the primaries) hinders such
thought. An economic conservative
can't get primary votes in the South
because he's
for example,
while a New England Democrat can't
get votes because he's against gun control. The primary system does not
guarantee the best candidates. It guarantees a painful decision for every
moderate voter on election day.
ty, in

pro-choic-

e,

Nick is a Sports editor for the Voice. He
be
reached for comment at

can

nholt08wooster.edu.

situation well.
Unfortunately, students may have
behaved well at the scene but couldn't
keep' up the record: graffiti was found
on the ceiling of the Arch in the days
following the incident.
I find it extremely unsettling that
students, who had the support of
alumni and others for the unfair way
they were treated two weeks ago, are
now mistreating a building many
made great sacrifices to remodel for
.
their educational benefit.
I would hope that students attending Woo, a place of which so many
are so proud, handle future situations' more maturely. Consider the
consequences of your decisions
before you act.
Andrew

R.

Waldman

'OS
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Molly Lehman
Gillian Helwig

Abroad in Vienna: an American perspective in Europe
Voice writer reports on Austria 's cigarettes, dogs and opera balls
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Upper left: An example of . ornate Austrian architecture.
Lower left: Another Austrian building exudes a completely
different feel from that of the austere palaces. Above: An
Austrian statue surveys the impressive local architecture.
Laura McHugh '08 is currently studying abroad in Vienna,
Austria. This week, she sends the Voice her observations on
the culture and daily life across the Atlantic.
Laura McHugh
Voice Staff

There's an Austrian saying, "Use a
candle, kill a sailor." It dates from those
days long ago when the
country had a Navy (remember Captain
von Trapp in 'The Sound of Music").
now-landlock-

I have been in Vienna for almost six

weeks and am still learning how different things are in this part of the world.
At the same time, I am finding out how
much it is like home.

trans-Americ- an

ed

Sailors used to sell matches to make
ends meet, so not using a match really
could have harmed a sailor.

There are ' two things Austrians
carry with them at all times: cigarettes and dogs. People can, and do,
smoke practically everywhere
Vienna. It is almost a point of national pride now that Austria's longtime
cultural rival, France, has banned
smoking in public places.
Smoking is a staple of Viennese culture, and it's important bow you light
up. You never light your cigarette from

Dogs, are everywhere, too. Before
coming here, I was told it was the
Germans who loved their dogs more

a candle.

everywhere.

There are no leash laws and the dogs asked me with genuine concern about
run free. They are perfectly trained, as the present state of New Orleans (her
favorite city after a
well, though there are no dog training
schools to be seen. There is also no legbackpacking trip in the 1970s).
islation that mandates picking up after
Austrians adore American culture
alxwt the latest
and
are
your pet.
Tourists in the city are often caught developments. It was my Austrian
in an awkward position: the architecroommate who first informed me that '
ture draws their eyes ever upwards, but Britney Spears had shaved her head.
those who stare too long often end up r The highlight of last week was Paris
with nasty surprises on the bottom of Hilton's attendance at the State 0era
their shoes.
Ball as the guest of honor.
Vienna is a city of many little paraEarly January to late February is a
doxes. Waiters are traditionally rude . special time for Austrians. It's called
and unfriendly, but if you strike up a Fasching, commonly known around the
conversation with them, they turn
world as Carnival, Fat Tuesday in the
into some of the nicest people I have United States or Mardi Gras in New
Orleans. This is the time before the
ever met.
In one such conversation, as I waited
Christian fasting period of Lent, and
for my espresso at 8 a.m., the waitress Austrians spend about a month cele
well-inform-

,

than their wives. However, after traveling to Germany, I can safely report that
Austrians love their dogs more.

the number of dogs
thing to notice, but there are
dogs everywhere you turn in this city:
restaurants, clothing stores, grocery
stores, churches, cafes, subways
You would think

is a trivial

"

ed

-

brating Fasching.
Holding onto the traditions of the
Empire, the
former
Viennese celebrate Fasching in style,
with balls. The balls are grand, compa-

Austro-Hungari-

an

--

rable to a Disney fairy tale. Typically
held in palaces, they are full of waltzing
couples, the men in tuxedos and the

women in gowns.
For the Viennese, the State Opera
Ball is the epitome of ball season. The
s,
event, which includes pre- - and
:

'

-

v-

post-show-

broadcast on television, both
live and in syndication, for the following
is

two days.
I am not sure if it is a judgment on
Viennese culture or Paris Hilton herself, but the American-heiresapparently spent the evening sitting in a box,
nearly dying of boredom.
s

Unwind at Sadie Hawkins dance Get a dose of love advice
Images hosts night of music, moves
Q:

-i--

low-stre-

fun.

ss

"The

dance is

presents the many
beautiful and diverse faces of its
members with a theme," said Board
Member Erica Davis '08.
A Sadie Hawkins dance provides a
contemporary twist to the tradition
al formal dance.
Instead of the usual
approach, girls invite boys to accompany them in the Hawkins variation.Don't stress if you don't have the
perfect date in mind, though
just
go stag!
The Women of Images event is a
casual event and students are welcome to attend alone or with a
group.
This is a time to go and mingle
with friends, dance and simply have a
good time.
Admission is free and attire is
go in whatever makes
you feel comfortable and beautiful.
When you get tired of dancing,
by
table.
the
snack
stop
Refreshments will be provided for all
the guests throughout the evening.
The dance is an event, that allows
for all sorts of people to come
together and have a good, carefree
evening.
So change things up this weekend.
Steer clear of your usual haunts.
Get but of the dorms, come above
ground and dance the night away
with the Women of Images.
The Sadie Hawkins dance will take
place this Saturday, March 3.
It will be held in "the Ballroom on
the second floor of Lowry Student
Center.
The dance will begin at 10 p.m.
and continue until 2 a.m.
The event is open to all students
and is part of the Women of Images
L.I.YE.S.T. Party of 2007.
boy-ask-g- irl

-

Illustration by Gillian Daniels.
.

Sara Brown
Molly Lehman
Voice Staff
Traditionally, the beginning of
March marks a slump in campus
activity.
Students are bogged down with
schoolwork, tired of snow and feeling as though spring break will never
arrive.
Even the weekends have begun to
lose their appeal: parties are held in
rooms that .really just need aired out
d.
and
The Underground
is looking less and less like an acceptable hangout and more and more like,
deep-cleane-

wtA

hMsi'ment

Fortunately, the Women of Images
program on campus is doing all they
can to liven up those gray spirits this
weekend by sponsoring a Sadie
Hawkins dance.
The Women of Images program is
dedicated to promoting cultural
awareness on campus and educating
others on the impact of women of
color.

The group alsq provides a support
system for women of color at
Wooster through a mentoring pros,
as well as other
gram for
programs that foster learning and
leadership.
The annual dance is an opportunity fur the Women of Images to reach
nut to the cnmmis through a night of
first-year-

al;

Dear Whiley,
There are several potential answers
to this question, depending on who
A:

a time where the

organization

semi-form-

When will I find true love?
Whilhemina Whinypants

you are.

They include:
1. Too late.
2. August 15, 2020.
3. When you discover the miracle
that is Taco Bell Baja Chalupa.
4. Next time you look in the mirror.
5. Approximately seven years after
you graduate, you will be riding on the
brown line subway. You will, for a brief
instant, see true love through the window in the station.
Unfortunately, aside from you witnessing and recognizing it, it will be
entirely unrelated to you.
Sorry.
6.

I'll tell you when you're older.

My grandmother always used to say
that a good cervix is a terrible thing to
waste.
We say if you have the means, go for
it (connect four, ha!).
Q: Is it appropriate to buy my significant other a gift for Easter?

Bunny
Dear

A:

We recommend giving any movie
with Jennifer Aniston. Angelina Jolie
is a

home-wreck-

Who
recently become sexually
active. Should I get the Human

Dear About,
Cunsidering that HPV is about as
contagious as a smile (about 50 percent of Americans will get it in their
lifetime) and it gives you more genital
warts than bathing in toads, it might
be a good idea.
On the other hand, at $150 per
injection, with three injections, you
might be better off just buying a lifetime supply of body condoms.
A:

Dr. Zachary Ten-

!

.

j

v

A

derhart obtained
his associate
degree from the
College of Ro-

mantic Studies. In
2006 he presented
his thesis "What's Love Got To
Do With Me?" at the International Conference on Eroticism.

:

--

er.

Q: My significant other won't sign
up for Facebook so that I can mark
us as being in a relationship.
Heshe says Facebook is creepy,
but I say that it validates our love.

Q: I've

Papillovifus vaccination?
Worried About HPV

Bun-Bu- n,

You live in the consumer capital of
the world. It is always appropriate to
BUY, BUY, BUY!!!

is

right?

Your Facebook Friend
A:

Dear Friend,

You're absolutely right.
All love prior to the invention

Facebook was false,

a

of

mere mockery of

a sham.

Or you're just creepy.
Drj. Tenderhart and Danger Prince,
advisors in the art of love, will continue
to advise the campus weekly in the Voice
entertainment purposes only. If you
have a romantic quandary for them to

for

solve, let them know!

Submit your letters

to mailbox 1027.
Dr. Prince Danger
Prince (not a pseu-

donym) obtained a
doctorate in
Lovin'ology from
v
Hamburger
-University. He is
the author of the popular essay on
sexual theory, "No Matter How Far
You Run, I Will Hunt You Down."

SECTION EDITOR:
JUSTINE MCCULLOUGH

A
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Arts

Love Your Body Week comes alive on Lowry Art Wall
Kirkwood's project encourages acceptance of myriad body types
Maureen Hochman
Voice Staff
As part of Wooster's "Love Your
Body Week," Wooster is featuring an
art exhibit consisting of body casts
that that represent the bodies of real
people just like us.
Larry Kirkwood's Body Image
Project will be featured on the
Lowry Center Art Wall until this
Sunday.

In partnership with the Mental
Health and Recovery Board and Your
Human Resource Center, the College
is hosting a series of events and lectures focusing on eating disorders
and body image issues.
Kirkwood, an artist and lecturer
from Kansas City, began his Body
Image Project in late 1993. It uses
art to provide straightforward portrayals of what the human body
truly looks like. The Wooster exhibit features 20 of Kirkwood's approximately 600 finished casts that have
been made directly from different
people's bodies.
The body casts are shown without
heads or lower legs for two main reasons. For one, heads and limbs are
most often seen in marketing to sell
products. Also, whenever the faces of
the models are shown, onlookers
tend to denote an emotion to the

Kirkwood's exhibit is featured on the Lowry Art Wall until Sunday, March 4 (Photos by Elena Dahl).
models, saying that they look
"pleased" or "sad." Meant to be seen
as shapes and forms, the sculptures
are fashioned with various colors and
differences in order to create distance between them and the viewer.
Having formerly used art media
such as silk screen prints and acrylic
paints, Kirkwood initially found
a challenge, though worth
.being met.
The actual process of making a

cast takes about 20 minutes. Many
people in today's society incorporate
their outward appearance and body
image as a large factor in evaluating
h.
their
The mission of the
project is to give its viewers a healthier and more honest view of what we
as human beings look like. Featuring
all sorts of shapes from men and
women of different heights, weights,
and ages, the installation in Lowry is
one step toward changing people's
self-wort-

cast-maki- ng

misconceptions and prejudices related to body image. By objectively
looking at so many different shapes,
the Project aims to show its viewers
that all body shapes are beautiful. By
distancing the cast from the model, it
also aims to show the viewer that we
should look to the inside for beauty
rather than physical appearance.
Kirkwood's work has been displayed in other universities such as
Rockhurst College, The University of

Symphonic Band to perform winter concert
Directed by Nancy Ditmer and Ned Brooks, the Symphonic Band, Scot Pipe Bands and Highland Dancers perform concert this Sunday

Wisconsin,

Louisiana

State

University and Duke University.
News of the Project has been featured in media such as Women's
Radio,
Public
Press National
Preventative Medicine Magazine and
the City View.
The exhibit will remain on the
Lowry Center Art Wall until March 4.
For information about the Body
Image Project visit the Web site at
http:www.kirkwoo,dstudios.com.

lilTSilfilK

in McGaw.

"I Love You, You're Perfect, Now
piece student band in addition to the
Wooster Pipe Band and Highland

Caitlin Gillette
Voice Staff
The Wooster
perform their
Sunday, March
Chapel.
The concert

Symphonic Band will

winter concert this
4 at 4 p.m. in McGaw
,

will feature, the

70- -

.

Dancers, complete with plaid tartan
kilts and traditional Scottish music.
The concert will include a variety of
pieces including Henry Fillmore's
arrangement of Francis Scott Key's
"Star,,, Spangled Banner," Joseph
,

Wilcox Jenkins' "American Overture
for
Band,"
and Charles
Ives'
"Variations on America," under the
musical direction of Professor' Music
Nancy Ditmer and Assistant Director
Ned Brooks.

.

n

40

Over spring break, the Scot Symphonic Band will perform in
three different states (Photo by Katharine Tatum).

Shakespeare-base- d
The College 's recent

Brooks was a former music teacher
at Triway local schools, but has been
Symphonic Band assistant director

Cameron MacLeod '07, a member
of the Pipe Band, notefi that "the Pipe
Band is the strongest it's been since
its inception," and he looks forward
to going on tour.
For more information about the
9.
call
concert,
(330)
Admission is free.

had the pleasure

of viewing the department of theatre's sprnig play "Goodnight
Desdemona (Good Morning Juliet)."
Personally, I came in with the
expectation of watching two ' of
Shakespeare's great works get torn to
pieces through reinterpretation; and I
was not disappointed.
As the protagonist. Constance
Leadbelly travels through the worlds
of "Othello" and "Romeo and Juliet,"
it was clear that this was not how the
plays were taught in English class in
high school.
The list of reinvented characters
was staggering but two interpretations that stood out were the great
beauty Desdemona as a masculine
woman obsessed with physical violence and Romeo as a gender-confuse- d
teenage boy. Immense credit must be
given to the actors who made the
most out of every role that was given
cast
to them and made the
seem much larger.
Each character had a distinctive
physical nature that was both comical
and appropriate, such as Iago behaving much like Igor in "Young
Frankenstein." Many of the characters were also give a distinctive vocal
style or accent. Tybalt sounded like
five-pers- on

from
Count
"Sesame
Street."
Whether it was the more intellectual
and pun-lik- e
nature of the first act or
the bawdiness of the second, the cast
brought great comedic depth to the
material.
The cast also demonstrated a good
use of improvisation when a door
failed to open in the first act, and
made the malfunction comedic not
just once, but twice." Even the simple
scene' change from Verona to
Constance's office at the end of the
show was comical as the various characters pranced across the stage, each
in its own ridiculous manner, to give
Constance a present.
Other elements of the show also
added to the fun. For instance, Juliet's
faithful nurse being played by a man
hail most of the audience in tears, not
and
just because of the
altered voice, but also the costume
with a bodice so large that a wrapped
gift fit nicely on top of it. Sometimes
it was simple sight gags such as
Constance disappearing into a trash
can, or a present
with a small plant
sticking out of it
streaking across
the stage. Everything from the costumes to the acting made the experience memorable, entertaining and
beyond hysterical.
cross-dressi-

,

Change"
Tonight and Saturday, 7:30 p.m.
The College Underground
Assistant

Professor of Theatre
Ansley Valentine will direct this
adult musical comedy, which will star
Wooster students Michael Stratton
'06 and Meredith Overcash '09.
Tickets will be sold at the Lowry
Information Desk, and are $3 with a
College of Wooster I D. and $5 for,
the general public. Desserts and a
cash bar with beer and wine will also
be available.

Downtown Scavenger Hunt
Saturday, March 3
10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

.

Pick up clues on the Late Night
Activities Board in Lowry, follow
them to local businesses and win free
stuff.
Free shuttles will be available from
12-- 4
p.m. from Lowry Center. Open
to students, faculty and staff, this
event is sponsored by Late Night
Activities.

263-241-

play was comedic, inventive

an excited Southerner looking for a
hoedown and the character known as
the Ghost sounded much like the

Voice Staff
I

Association.

go."

theater production "Goodnight Desdemqna (Good Morning Juliet) " put a modern twist on "Othello' and "Romeo and Juliet"

Scott Danielson
This past Friday

The Scof Pipe Band and Highland
Dancers have been a Wooster tradition since the ensembles were founded
in 1962, and the black and gold
MacLeod tartan kilts were originally
bought to reflect Wooster's school
colors as well as signify Wooster's
Scottish heritage.
Ditmer, a professor at Wooster
since 1984, has been the director of
the Scot Symphonic Band, Scot
Marching Band and, most recently,
the Wooster Concert Band.
Ditmer also teaches various music
education and conducting courses in
addition to supervising student teachers. A graduate of Capital University
with a degree from the University of
Iowa, she belongs to the Ohio Music
Education Association, the College
Band Directors National Association
and the Ohio Private College
Instrumental
Conductors
,

and Pep Band director for nine years
at The College of Wooster, after
being invited by Ditmer to join the
College faculty.
Brooks attended The Ohio State
University and went on to earn a
master's degree from Kent State
University.
Sunday's concert will feature the
same program that the Scot
Symphonic Band will perform on
their week-lon- g
band tour, which
begins on March 10. They will perform across the region in Ohio,
Michigan and Illinois.
Brooks is extremely pleased about
the upcoming performance. "Being in
band is so much fun and the band
plays so well," he said.
He added that this year's tour will
be enjoyable because the band is so
well prepared and overall, the
Symphonic Band is "a great band that
represents the college everywhere we

KiBiHnr
DES DEMONS

Sadie Hawkins Dance
Lowry Ballroom

Saturday, March
10 p.m. - 2 a.m.

3

Sponsored by the Women of Images,
this weekend's Sadie Hawkins Dance
is free for all students.

Powder Puff Football
Wagner practice field
Sunday, March 4
2 p .nu

The winning team wins gift certificates to a local restaurant.
Sign up at the Lowry Front Desk.
Girls only, but guys can cheer and be
spectators.

Winter Concert
Scot Symphonic Band
McGaw Chapel
Sunday, March 4
4 p.m.

Directed

by Nancy Ditmer and
assisted by Ned Brooks, admission is
free and open to the public.

ng

"Monet in Normandy"
Cleveland Museum of Art
Now through May 80
The museum

is just one hour from
Wooster, and costs only $9 for students. Go to www.clevelandart.org
for more information.

Promotion poster by Robert Dumville.
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The 79th Academy Awards: Oscar frocks and shocks!
The prestigious Academy Awards honor tile most prolific Hollywood actors and the most successful films of the year. Koffi Yankey

KoffiYankey
Voice Staff
what
the
knows
Everyone
all
the
about...
Awards
are
Academy
clothes, of course!
The actual award ceremony usually takes a backseat to the red carpet
glamour that occurs before the show.
And this year, the 79th Academy
Awards was no exception.
From Cat Blanchett's Armani
Prive Mesh affair to Penelope Cruz's
sweeping Versace, I can safely say
that the true winners were on the red
carpet and not in the Kodak Theatre
where the statuettes were awarded.
At this year's awards show, a clear
favorite of the stars was Giorgio
Armani, in whom they placed their
trust and bodies.
Beyonce, Katie Holmes and Cate
Blanchett emerged in a spring-lik- e
theme of pastel colors from the
Milan-base- d
designer, with the clean
lines of his creations gracing every
inch of these goddesses of the red
carpet.
Jennifer Lopez, who usually goes
for more risque creations from
designers, donned a voluminous Marchesa gown from the
design duo of Georgina Chapman
and Keren Craig.
A wise choice, as this portrayed a
completely new image of J. Lo while
still showcasing the Latina diva
everyone loves.
Although many have shown harsh
criticism of "Dreamgirls" actress
Jennifer Hudson's choice of dress, I
believe the Oscar de la Renta gown
on-the-e-

was stunning, though the bolero was
a bit too tight.
Speculation has implied that even
the Best Supporting Actress herself
was unsure about her attire, but at
least it didn't keep her from winning
an Oscar!
The gown may not have been the
right dress for J. Hud, her personality or even her physique, but it was a
wonderful creation nonetheless.
As always, the night was not without disappointments. Versailles star
Kirsten Dunst's frumpy Chanel number completely washed out her complexion, and the bizarre neckline
surely did not do her the swift justice
Marie Antoinette received when she
proclaimed the immortal words, "Let

them eat cake."
Kate Winslet's Valentino dress can
be deemed as simple and nice, but it
was truly too plain for the occasion
and lacked appropriate Oscar-wortimagination.
As for Anne Hathaway, not only
did she bump her head on the sidewalk when fetching, coffee for the
"Devil," but she also bit the dust with
her ensemble. Get rid of the bows!
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For a complete list of nominations and
winners, check out the official Oscars Web
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motion pictures (Original song)
"I Need to Wake Up"
Music and Lyrics by Melissa
Etheridge

run
"Little Miss Sunshine"
Original Screenplay
Performance by an actor in a
role

Helen Mirren, photographed at the Golden Globes earlier this
year, won the Best Actress award for her portrayal of
Elizabeth I in "The Queen" (Photo courtesy Hollywood
Foreign Press Association).

Truth"

Best Documentary Feature
Achievement in music written for

Achievement in Directing
Achievement in Film Editing
Best Motion Picture of the Year
Adapted Screenplay
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Jennifer Hudson won Best Actress in a Supporting
Role for her performance in "Dreamgirls" (Photo cour-
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Achievement in Costume Design

Fisher tackles intrinsic life themes with "Full Moon Cigarette"
Gran Bel Fisher will perform songs from his latest album

at Seattle's Coffee House

in

downtown Wooster this Saturday night. The Josh Krajcik Band
is gentle enough with

Gillian Daniels
Voice Staff
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amount of grit, setting a trap that
the listener will fall adoringly into.
'
The title track of Gran Bel His loose songs are nearly impossible
Fisher's "Full Muon Cigarette" opens to resist, with inspired strings and
with a single piano note.
pop rock tunes with the perfect bite.
Fisher's sound is the one I've
Played repeatedly, it grows into an
nave, .tbi
tune,
wanted rteane to have,
the
ettortlessly
luring
always
etiiereal
.the
' 1:
..An
.
.
i
i
V.i'lli....
' i
a
of
security.
sense
listener into
Kinu mai v.oiupiay win suuieiimes
miss altogether, and a hint of the
instruments comAccompanying
voice
and
baritone
Fisher's
style that Franz Ferdinand some- mence,
folk-lik- e,
a
times emulates.
into
edgy
begins rising
A
has
the
bridge
sound. By the time
guitarist who has
ended and the chorus starts, the song been playing piano since a young age,
rock ballad. Fisher was raised in small-tow- n
has become a
I'm nearly humming along while I sit Sabina, Ohio, and currently lives in
at my computer: "Flight patterns Los Angeles.
His music is featured on the sound- cross over time that we lost A twin- track of "Grey's Anatomy," and he
kle, a star, you're never too far Is
has made appearances on "Jimmy
that just something we say...?"
Kinimel Live" and "Studio (0 on the
"Full Moon
In its entirety,
Cigarette" will pull you in with its Sunset Strip."
Fisher claims luit this particular
easy pop quality, but it eventually
throws its audience off guard with album explores the rather heavy
themes of "life, love, and death," and
surprising vocals and rifts.
game of his lyrics can be just as vague
The album is an hour-lon- g
Fisher's smoky voice. . times, but that all depends on how
ht

wn

1

Photo courtesy James Minchin Kate Pokorney.

will

open the concert at 9 p.m.

much the listener wishes to read into
songs like "Do We Say Bye" and its
possible connotations. Otherwise, his
words give off a deep, poetic vibe
conveyed with a fascinating melody.
Though the moving title track
"Full Moon Cigarette" is easily the
highlight of 'the album, the tracks
really
"Baby Boy" and "Moment
stick out.
"Baby Boy" isn't afraid to move
beyond the confines of pop rock and
explore exciting combinations of
sound. Its guitar rifts and., general
edginess set it apart from the rest of
the album, prompting me to play this
track over and over again.
A song like "Moment," however,
has a more fun bounce to it. The rest
of "Full Moon Cigarette," in contrast, is fairly mellow, and some listeners may find it too slow. Fisher's
style, however, saves every last song
from mediocrity.
Fisher will perform this Saturday
at 9 p.m. at Seattle's in downtown
Wooster. The cover charge is $10.

Last chance to experience 30 cultures in Art of Africa exhibit
Art of Africa: Objects from the Collection of Warren Robbins
opened in the Sussel and Burton D. Morgan Galleries of Ebert Art
Center on Jan. 18. The show will close this Sunday, March 4.
The opening reception featured a gallery talk with Stephen Lucey,
assistant professor of art history, and Kitty McManus Zurko, director
and curator of The College of Wooster Art Museum. Highlighting
the show was "Music in the Galleries," which was held last night, and
featured African drumming and music by Divine Gbagbo.
More than 80 objects
ranging from ceremonial masks, divination
staffs, ancestor figures and beaded clothing and jewelry
are representative of approximately 30 different African cultures.
Curator of the exhibit is Dr. Kwaku Ofori-Ans- a,
associate professor
of African art at Howard University. The show was made possible by
a bequest from Muriel Mulac Kozlow '48.
The College of Wooster Museum is open from 10:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Tuesday through Friday, and 1 - 5 p.m. on Saturday and Sunday. The
galleries are closed on Monday.
The next exhibit, Global Anxieties: Nine Perspectives on a
Changing Planet, opens on March 27 and will run through May 13.
.

Photos by Katharine Tatum.
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ATTENTION SENIORS!
Need your I.S. copied or bound?
Office Senices will be open:
p.m.
Sun., March 25 from
1- -5

Wilson Bookstore will be open:
Sat., March 24, 12:30 -- 4 p.m.
Sun., March 25, 1 - 5 p.m.

The Office of the Registrar
will be open:
Sun., March 25, 12-- 5 p.m.
5 per sheet
390 per color copy
$2.95 per binding

Payment for all services should
be made in the bookstore.
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Chris Sweeney
Nicholas Holt

Both teams do well at 'last chance' meet

Ultimate Frisbee season kicks
off with annual Winter Warm-u- p

going into this weekend," said Victoria
Peterman '09.
In the 3000-met- er
run, Wooster
women placed four runners in the top
eight, including Ashley Zervos "07
who won the event, Caitlin O'Riordian
'10 in second, and Nicole Calderone
'08 and Erin Bynre '08 with sixth and
eighth, respectively.
Ali Drushal '09, a consistently
won the pole vault comper
tition, and Kayla Miller '09 found
est i
finishes by the end of
three
the meet. She took second in the long
jump, and third in both the high jump
and triple jump.
For the men, Tristan Jordan '08 and
Eric Dyer '10 finished 3 in the long
jump, with Jordan also winning the
triple jump and Dyer following in
third. Steve Zumbrun '08 and Rick
Drushal '07 finished with another 3
in the shot put, and five runners
placed in the top eight of the 3000-met- er
run. Terry Workman '10 placed
second, followed by Rick Workman
'10 in third; and fifth through seventh
places were all Wooster, with Jeff
Jacobs '10, Bryan Loy '09 and Michael
Cynkar '09 placing in order.
Strong performances at the Feb. 23
Katie Dale 09 and the Lady Scots finished third at the Keriyon
meet give Wooster momentum head"Last Chance" Invitational last week (Photo courtesy OPI).
ing into the conference meet, where
many athletes hope to leave significant
third
fell
place.
men's
and top-1- 0
team
The
only
marks and pick up
Johann Weber
while
Thiel
to
finishes.
the
College,
women
Voice Staff
came in behind Westminster and
"I hope we can all pull together and
Indoor track's short winter season Thiel. The maet was the site of a get our PRs of the indoor season and
comes to an end this weekend with the
number of great performances,
show our conference what Wooster is
NCAC Championships March 2 and 3, including Katie Dale '09, for whom the all about," said Peterman.
bringing the Wooster men's and invitational was the first meet of the
"The NCAC meet this week will be
women's teams to Granville to comseason, and who placed first in the tough but I feel that we should fare
shot put.
pete for NCAC titles, as well as to prepretty well overall," added Natalee
"I think Katie Dale did an awesome Noche '08, who notes that many on
pare them for a much longer outdoor
season.
job at throwing on Friday. It was her the team hope to see PRs at conferLast weekend was a successful one first meet of the season due to swimence, where their conditioning wilj
for Wooster, with the men taking secming, yet she didn't let that stop her have a better chance to show.
ond place at the Kenyon "Last Chance" from going out there and getting first
As for the upcoming outdoor sea- Invitational, and the women taking place. She is in a really good position son, said Dale: "I'm excited."
high-perform-
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Field conditions permitting, The College of Wooster
Ultimate Frisbee team kicks off their outdoor spring season this weekend with the Wooster Winter Warm-uThere are 24 teams that are playing on the men's side
alone. These teams range anywhere from Div. I to Div. Ill
schools for a ''highly competitive field. The Scot men
p.

placed second last year. Throughout last year, the men
never placed lower than eighth. (Photo of Sarah
Zwikelmaier '09, courtesy Allison Young '10).

Experienced Scots ready for season

pT

timc-Ait-NCA-

C

My one true love: sports

career at Wooster. Handy was a four- -,
4tonrife who scored
164 points over thc&qurse of hbf1
four-yecareer with the Scots.
While the team will miss Handy,
they are confident that a mix of veterans and first-yeacan step in and
fill Handy's shoes. The two main
leading candidates looking to compete for Handy's old spot at this
point are Chris Vaccaro '07 and
Conor Hannan '08. Vaccaro, who has
scored 59 points through his first
three years, has the potential to
respond with a career year. ,
Five others who also figure to see '
playing time on the attack line are
veterans Brendan Hayes '07 and Eric
Shoemaker '07, as well as promising
newcomers Dan MacVarish '10, Alex
Mies '10 and Alec Springer '10.
Ben Abbot '07, Cole Simmons '08,
Tom Baldwin '09, Tim Lee '09, Chris
Gatsch '09 and Chris Curran '09 are
expected to round out the rest of the
midfield. Abbott has scored 49 points
over the course of his three-ye- ar
career as a starter.
The defense is led by David
Loudenslager '07, who is also a
three-ye- ar
starter and a two-tidefender who was named
the
first team as a first-yea- r.
Loudenslager will be flanked by
Adam Chapman '07, who was named
to the
team as a sophomore, and Sam Carmony "07. Greg
Lent z '()8 is another returning
starter who should also see significant time on defense. Goalie Matt
Biester '08 rounds out one of the
most experienced defensive units in
team history.
On paper, this team should be as
good as any team in the conference.
However, the schedule will he challenging. Denison and Ohio Wesleyan
at this point look like the class of the
conference.
After losing two heartfireakers last
season, the team won't lack motivation to seek some payback to get into
the tournament when May rolls
around.
ar

next-seaso-

hope-build-

steal in a late round. Every player is
another chance.
Sport also gives us a chance to be a
v
1
part of beating the odds. By now,
anyone reading this knows how I feel
about Red Sox fans. However, I can
only imagine the joy the true fans
who had dared to dream for all those
years felt after they not only came
back from three games down against
the Yankees, but won the World
i
Series. Those fans who dartfd to hope
:
against the odds year after year were
rewarded immensely because they
were a part of it, because they held
out hope.
Everyone loves an underdog.
Everyone loves the horse with long
odds. Because sports gives us a
chance to see someone beat the odds,
it provides us with an arena where
we can see hope turn into miracles.
Everyone needs that sometimes, and
whether you follow the Colts or the
Raiders, you can find hope that you
can't find in other places.
,,.1.1
.,,.,.,-,-,- .,
II
I. H.M.I
And, perhaps more importantly,
in
lead
to
an
'07
experienced
Abbott
Ben
hopes
you can find thousands of people
who are hoping for the unlikeliest of Scot team to an NCAC title this season. The team finished
things to happen right along with fourth in the NCAC last season (Photo courtesy OPI).
you. But most importantly, with
Scots on the short end of two one-go- al
every Music City Miracle or last secAndrew Vogel
games, including an 7 loss to
ond buzzer beater, sports shows us
Voice
Staff
overtime loss to
Denison and a 14-that miracles happen everyday and
A
win
in either of
Ohio Wesleyan.
Last season, the men's lacrosse
lets us believe in the unbelievable,
been
those games might have
enough
lets believing in the unthinkable team came extremely close to securing an NCAA Tournament bid. This to propel the team into the tournaseems reasonable.
year, with the return of nearly every ment. Instead, .they'll use it as motiThe world is filled with harsh realities and perhaps that is why we key player from last year, there's jio vation this spring.
One of the main reasons that the
make athletes into heroes and mythireason to think this team can't secure
team is excited about its chances this
cal figures. They defy the odds and a tournament hid.
Last year, the team finished with a spring is that much of the offense
frequently do the impossible. We
returns this season. Six of the team's
record of
This was good enough
admire their biceps and toughness,
but what we all really want is just to for a fourth place finish in the North seven leading scorers are back,
Coast Athletic Conference, with the including llisham Hassan '07 and
know that anything can happen.
Mark Wechslcr '09, who each led the
Somewhere inside we feel that if top three teams moving on to NCAA
team last season with .11 points.
the Red Sox can win the World tournament. Thus, the Scots narrowThe team will have to replace
Series, the cancer could go into ly missed qualifying for the NCAAs.
Two of those six conference losses Shawn Handy 'on, who graduated
remission or they'll walk away from
the car crash or even that the supercame down to the wire, with the last year after a very decorated
model in your Calculus class could
2006-200- 7
SURVIVOR SUPPORT SYSTEM
have the hots for you. Sportjan capA group of faculty and staff are available to confidentially assist survivors of, or those who know survivors of, sexual assault.
tivate you while you silently hope for
For assistance please contact:
something else, something that
means more than a game.
Ext. US 19
Longlirake
Nancy Anderson
And sports can be there to talk
Ext. HS57
Kaukc 005
Mary Bailer
about with your dad when everyExt. M4.1
Wishart 118
Shirley Huston-Finille- y
thing turns out just as you hoped it
Ext. 30l
Dianna Klivan
The Lilly House
Ext. iiliOH
Westminster Church
Carroll Mever
would.
rs
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I

love sports. My job description
pretty much requires it.
I rarely stop and think' why I
devote such a ridiculous amount of
time and energy to'sports. After my
father had a heart attack this week, I
had time to sit down and think about
it; I just wanted to think about some
thing else and
sports was the
only thing that
could hold my
attention.
The most obvious answer to the
nickholt
question was the
importance of the times I shared
with people due to sports. In fact, my
dad had just come back from visiting
me to see the NCAC finals when he
had his heart attack. But as I thought
about why I love sports so much, one'
reason stood out above all others:
sports always give reason to hope.
No matter what happens in sports,
there is always hope. Whether it's a
memorable comeback, an upset, a
championship or just a team rebuilding there is hope for all fans (except
the KC Royals) that their team could
come out on top.
Living in Ohio, I see Browns fans
every week talking about how the
team should be next season. The fact
that these fans can back a team with
Charlie Frye as the quarterback
shows just how powerful hope is in
sports. Yet despite the repeated failures of the franchise, they'll point to
their youth or coaching, and look at
how they could turn everything
around.
For an example of this all you have
to do is look south. The Bengals were
the laughing stock of the NFL. With
just a couple of good draft picks like
Carson Palmer and Ocho Cinqo they
turned into a power in the NFL. If
they find enough players who won't
n,
get arrested to field a team
they have to be considered Super
Bowl contenders.
er
The NFL's biggest
was on display this week with the
combine in Indianapolis. The teams
with the worst records get the highest picks so they tune into ESPN,
looking at whom they might get as
the future of the franchise.
Even teams with lower picks can
falls to
hope that a Randy Moss-typ- e
them and takes them to the next
level. Or even better, that their team
I
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Nick "I said something nice about lioston
so you can slop sending me death threats"

Students may also call the College counselorsmedical stall' at Ext. si. 19 or a
Campus Minister at Ext. tfWli. To report an assault, contact the Wooster City
or Campus Security at Ext. U.1JK),
Police at 91 1 (emergencies) or (3.10)
For information, please access:
fit-.1.1.- 1.1,

Holt is a Sports editor for the Voice.
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Wooster routs Ohio Wesleyan, captures NCAC title
14--7 run, extending their lead to 16 at
).
halftime
The second half was all Wooster, in
three minutes Wabash saw a
deficit off a
deficit become a
16-- 4
Wooster run. The Scots' lead went
with 1 1:41
up to as much as 35 (77-4- 2)
to play. Wooster cruised into the finals
from there.
Cooper, Vandervaart and Johnson led
the team with 18, 16 and 13 points,
respectively. Evan Will '08 led the team
in rebounds with six, followe(rby
Vandervaart's five.
Tonight the Scots host the first
round of the NCAA Div. Ill tournament starting at 6 p.m. with Capital
and Centre College
University (19-(23-4- ).
Wooster tips off at 8 p.m. or
'30 minutes after the first game
against familiar foe Transylvania
University (19-8- ).
Transylvania is the same team that
knocked Wooster out of the second
round of the Div. Ill tournament last
91-year in a
game. The
difference this time is that the game will
be held in Wooster; not in Transylvania.
The Pioneers are the champions from
the Heartland Collegiate Athletic
Conference (HCAC) for the second year

Chris Sweeney
Sports Editor

(47-31-

The College of Wooster (25-- 3, 15-- 1)
men's basketball team locked up the
NCAC
tournament
championship
Saturday night with a beatdown of
third-seedOhio Wesleyan University
10-(18-1- 0,
1.
by the count of
To get to the championship, Wooster
had to get past Wabash College (1
in the semifinals last Friday. They
did so with an easy 92-victory. Ohio
Wesleyan advanced to the finals with a
2
surprising
upset of Wittenberg
).
University (22-- 5,
Winning the NCAC gave Wooster a
jolt in the D3hoops.com national poll, as
they moved up from No. 4 to No. 2.
Wooster trails only
Point
(25-2- ),
No. 1,
who is a
votes.
snagging 24 of the 25 first-plaWittenberg dropped seven spots from
No. 10 to No. 17 and did not receive an
bid to the Div. Ill tournament.
In addition to all of this, Tom Port
'07 was recently named the NCACs
Player of the Year. James Cooper '08
also got a spot on the
team
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it a 2 game. The defining
moment of the run came with 11:49
left, where, after Port missed a three-pointmake

team. Ohio Wesleyan's
Dustin Rudegeair and Jesse Jean, along
with Wittenberg's Dane Borchers and
all-tourna-

ment

5--

er,

selections.

Devin Fulk '08 came in and
snagged the rebound away from two
opposing Ohio Wesleyan defenders for
the put back layup.

Wooster played like a team on a mission against Ohio Wesleyan; the closest
the Bishops got to having a lead was
when the score was 2. Wooster roared
out on a monster 27-- 8 run over the first
12 minutes of the game, effectively ending the contest before it even began.
Cooper got things started, scoring off
"
of a jumper and then a three-point-er
to

After the Bishops finally hit the
mark with 9:03 to play, Cooper
shot up another three and extended
the Scot 'lead to 20 points (30-10-).
Wooster's lead hit the
mark
(44-1with 3:21 left in the half, but
the Bishops battled back, going into
the locker room down 48-2- 7
off an
1 -4
run.

Wabash's Andrew Zimmer,
out the NCAC
all-tourna-

ment

rounded
team

2--

Men

Championship:
Capital 78, John Carroll 73
The Capitai University (19--

in a row.

The Wooster basketball team celebrates their season and 86-5- 1 victory over Ohio Wesleyan by
laying claim to both the NCAC tournament and regular season trophies (Photo courtesy OPI).

Year award of his 20 years at Wooster.
Cooper was also named tournament
MVP, while Port received a spot on the

10-po- int

28-po-

int
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1-

For the first three minutes of the second half, Ohio Wesleyan looked like
they had something to play for as they
went on an 2 run to bring the
Wooster lead down to 15. But the Scots
regained control and pushed the lead
back to 24 at 61-with 14:24 to play.
Wooster wouldn't let up; they
extended their lead to as much as 30
(77-4- 7)
with just 4:15 to play. Even
when the Scots put the first-yea- rs
in to
close out the game, Wooster extended
its lead to the final decision of 35
8--

37

points.

.

lowed them with 10. Port and
Vandervaart were the leading rebound-er- s
with eight and six, respectively.
Wooster shot 55 percent from the
field and 50 percent from three-poi- nt
land to Ohio Wesleyan's 31 percent
from the field and 14 percent from
three-poi- nt
range. The Scots also dominated the boards,
the
Bishops 8.
Against Wabash, Wooster jumped
out to a 12-- 4 lead highlighted by an
dunk from Cooper
amazing alley-oo- p
to Port. Wabash's only lead was at
The Little Giants kept it relatively
close, but Wooster closed the half on a

8)

78-7-

out-rebound- ing

41-2-

ge

8)

All-NC-

Both of these OAC foes could run
into the Scots in the Div. Ill tournament. The Crusaders head to
Timken Gymnasium this weekend to
take on Centre College (23-4- ).
Should Capital and Wooster both
win, they will throw down tomorrow night at 7 p.m.
John Carroll faced Westminster
last night and
(Pa.) College (18-the result was not available as of
press time. Winning would send the
Blue Streaks up to Lake Erie
for a showdown with
College (25-the top seed in the region.
A John Carroll win tomorrow,
combined with two Wooster wins,
would set up a showdown between
John Carroll and the Scots in the
sectional semifinals (the Sweet 16)
on March 9.

team-leadi-

All-NC-

All-NC-

by Chris Sweeney
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,
Jessica Baylor '08 is set on leading the Scots to
another great seasson and a NCAC title (Photo courtesy OPI).

NCAA Div, III Tournament
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Centre vs. Capital 6 p.m.
Transylvania at Wooster 8 p.m.

1- -2,

Wear white to support the Scots!!!
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CentreCapital vs. TransylvaniaWooster 7 p.m.
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we have five or six girls who can
score," she said. That makes it morrf
difficult for our opponents because
Last season ended poorly for the they can't just double or triple-tea-m
a
Fighting Scots women's lacrosse team.
couple of girls."
After taking the regular season conferSome of the returning attackers
ence title, the then-- 1
who will be looking to take on the
0 Scots fell
to fourth-seedDenison in the first brunt of the scoring duties are
Found of the NCAC playoffs.
Steward, Emily Baab '08, Lauren
The loss left a bitter taste in second-tea- m DeZellar '08 and the Scots' leading
midfielder Hillary
returning scorer, Carly Carey '09.
Several first-yea- rs
Darragh's '09 mouth.
should also make
"It was a crushing disappointment,"
an impact, including Jessica Cleveland
she said. "We made the mistake of "10 and Amy Denny '10, who will be
looking to the championship round taking face-off- s.
Becca Worthington
and not focusing on the game that was
will
'10
also see significant time as an
right in front of us."
Despite the Scots' success last sea- i k (.
'.J
w
son, it is possible that Wooster's opponents may overlook the Scots this year.
Wooster graduated several key players,
including NCAC Player of the Year
Sports Editors Chris Sweeney '08 and Nick Holt '08 have nine
Helena Iaquinta '06 and NCAC assist
spring sports to cover, so join the Voice Sports staff.
leader Megan Sward '06. Other teams
may also look at the Scots' lone senior,
Ann Steward "07, and
; ;
believe that this is a rebuilding year for
't ft
the Scots. Wooster feels they couldn't
be more wrong.
VolceSportsWooster.edu
Darragh had faith in Wooster's
CSweeney08Wooster.edu or NHolt08Wooster.edu
offense. The beauty of this year is that

Nick Holt
Sports Editor

;
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attacker. Carey thinks very highly of
s.
the
"It's
a
pretty strong group and they
,
have a lot to bring to the team," she
said. "Most freshman will contribute."
One area where the Scots should be
very strong is at midfield. The Scots
return three midfielders who took
home
honors with second-tea- m
honorees Darragh and Jessica
Baylor '08, as well as honorable mention Taryn Higgins '09. Cassie Brown
'08 is also likely to see a lot of playing
time. Darragh serves as more of an
offensive catalyst, while the
Baylor is a defensive specialist.
Baylor's aggressive style was on display last season, as she recorded a
26 caused turnovers. The
stat that best describes Baylor's
aggressive style, however, is the 75
fouls she recorded during the season.
Defensively is where the Scots
should excel. Baylor, who also plays
defender, will lead a talented group of
defenders, including Cori Finefrock
"09, Britta Harman '10 and
er
Romy Eberle '09. "Our
defense is the most intimidating unit in
the conference," said Baylor.
The big loss defensively for the
first-tea- m
Scots is
goalie
four-yeNicki Hunt '06. A
ar
starter for
the Scots, Hunt led the NCAC last season with a .592 save percentage. Her
sole replacement this season will be
Jamie Dannenberg '09, who saw action
in a total of three games last season.
Dannenberg may lack experience, but
she has her teammate's confidence and
a fantastic defense to help her
progress.
Despite their youth, the Scots have
high expectations this season.
"Our goal is to win the conference
and take Wooster lacrosse to the next
level," said Baylor. Carey went one step
further. 'We will bring home the conference championship and go further
than the first round."
The Scots will begin their hunt for
the conference title during spring
break, when they will travel to North
Carolina for three contests.
first-year-

8)

73-6-

ion.

top-seed- ed

game.

nd

Capital is the top team from the Ohio
Athletic Conference (OAC) that features
powers such as John Carroll, Baldwin
Wallace and Ohio Northern. The
Crusaders won their conference tournawin over No. 25
ment, with a 3
John Carroll University (
Centre is the Southern Collegiate
Athletic Conference (SCAC)
They won the SCAC tournament as
the two seed and finished the year
ranked No. 23 in D3hoops.com.
If Wooster were to advance into the
Lake Erie
sweet sixteen,
John Carroll or
College (25-2- ),
Westminster (Pa.) (18-would be waiting for them. Depending on what happens over the weekend, Wooster could
play host to the Sweet 16 and the Elite
Eight.
co-champ-

34-poi- nt

eight-rebou-

1

-

1 9-- 9).

--

Crusaders added the Ohio Athletic
Conference (OAC) tournament title
to their impressive season, as they
knocked off second-seede- d
John
Carroll University (19--9)
in
3
the OAC championship game.
The win gives Capital the OAC's
automatic bid to the Div. Ill tournament; John Carroll also clinched an
bid, despite losing the
championship game. The Blue
Streaks also entered the
D3hoops.com top 25 at No. 25.
Tied up at 69 with under a minute
to play, Capital's Quintin Mitchell
drove in for a layup to break the tie
with 1:12 left. John Carroll had a
chance to tie it back up at 71, but
committed an offensive foul.
This allowed Capital's Pat Stolly
to sink another layup, making it a
9
game.
Chris Day brought the game back
to two with a pair of free throws for
the Blue Streaks. Capital responded
with another layup plus a foul for a
three-poi- nt
play, putting the lead up
John Carroll responded
to 76-7- 1.
with a layup of their own, but with
seven seconds left, Stolly sank both

88

78-7-

2-- 0.

Cooper and Port led the way with 26
and 18 points, respectively. Johnson fol- -

.

ng

Women's lacrosse aims for NCAC title

free throws to ice the championship.
Steve Kyser led Capital with 18
points and accounted for five
rebounds. Sophomore forward Ross
Niekamp put up a solid effort off
the bench with a double-doub- le
of
1 1 points and 10 rebounds. Mitchell
also had 12 points and seven
rebounds. Brandon Mimes led John
Carroll with a huge
and

OAC

at-lar-

nail-biti-

accolades.

Tim Vandervaart '07 and Brandon
Johnson '09 were each second-teapicks. Head Coach Steve Moore
also garnered his seventh Coach of the

int

28-po- int
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